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COLLEGE DEMOCRATS OF MINNESOTA STATEMENT ON OUR ORGANIZING IMPACT 
 

ST. PAUL: Young folks across the country turned out like never before for this election. Furthermore, the 
College Democrats of Minnesota not only turned out to vote, but we organized in crucial and significant ways.  
 
Thanks to the work of the coalition of 10 College Democrats chapters across the state, we were able to hit the 
milestone of 66,944 voter contacts this election. This includes nearly 10,000 pieces of candidate literature 
dropped in campus housing, 1,100 friendbanking contacts, almost 30,000 calls, textbanking, postcard writing, 
tabling, voter registration drives, and much more. These numbers show the kind of force students can be when 
we work together. 
 
However, this does not even begin to account for the invaluable and immeasurable events and voter education 
efforts that were undertaken on campuses across the state. This consisted of actions ranging from golf cart rides 
to the polls to plastering campuses with progressive voting messages and voting guides. 
 
It has been a strange year for organizing, but College Democrats around the state have risen to the occasion and 
rolled with the punches — we have turned to phone and text banking, rather than doorknocking, and are putting 
an even bigger emphasis on talking to friends and having difficult conversations with them. College students 
made significant impacts in races around the state, and we are thankful for their collective efforts to improve 
our communities. We look forward to holding our elected leaders accountable for creating the progressive 
change that we elected them to make. 
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